AUTOMATED ALUMINUM WHEEL POLISHING

VIS-Polish
is a wheel
polishing and
refurbishing
system which
restores aluminum
truck rims to a
mirror finish.

Fully Automated
No Full-time Operator
Complete Business Plan
New Revenue Stream
The Bottom Line

Saves time, no experience required
Use existing staff
Mentoring, marketing and leads included
Use existing resources to make more money
Great ROI

800-837-5145

Outstanding Return on Investment:
Whether you are polishing your own wheels or polishing for profit, VIS-Polish
provides an exceptional return on investment.
For Repair, Tire and Detail Shops, VIS-Polish boosts revenue with a high margin
service that attracts new business and keeps existing customers coming back.
For Truck Dealers and Fleets, VIS-Polish boosts fleet pride while enhancing
vehicle safety and ensuring maximum vehicle resale value.

W H E N I M A G E M A TTERS
About VIS-Polish

In minutes, VIS-Polish
makes road-weary
rims shine like new.

VIS-Polish is an aluminum wheel refurbishing system. Simply install the
wheel to be refurbished or polished (tire-on or tire-off ), start VIS-Polish and
walk away. Fully automated, VIS-Polish enhances:

The VIS-Polish Journey
Before
Dirty, road-weary wheels
look bad and can hide
dangerous wheel
damage.

Touchscreen Controls
PLC interface and
automated cycles give
total control over the
process, with exclusive
sectional sanding to
improve cycle time and
wheel finish.

Safety

VIS-Polish uncovers hidden wheel damage. The
enclosure contains the dirty refurbishing process.

Quality

VIS-Polish produces a deeper, longer lasting shine
than manual or ‘semi-automatic’ polishing.

Speed

VIS-Polish is faster than manual polishing and it
never takes a break.

Cost

VIS-Polish reduces polishing costs and increases
margins by reducing manual labor.

Control

VIS-Polish minimizes potential wheel damage by
applying perfect motion and pressure every time.

Eliminate Dangerous Manual Processes
Take control of a messy, loud and even
dangerous job. VIS-Polish contains the dirt,
dust and noise of aluminum wheel polishing
in a sturdy, attractive work cell. Operator
involvement is limited to loading the
machine, changing sanding and polishing
media and initiating the PLC controlled
robotic polisher.

Tire-on or Tire-off
VIS-Polish quickly
refurbishes wheel
surface to reveal the
smooth surface beneath
the damage and road
grime.

Cut, Color & Shine

In minutes, VIS-Polish
will cut, color and shine
aluminum wheels to a
deep, long lasting mirror
finish. Compound
application, speed and
pressure are perfect,
every time.

After

Image always matters.
Well cared for wheels are
a reflection of a safe, well
cared for vehicle.
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VIS-Polish Specifications
Electrical
Current
Power
Weight lb
kg

480/3/60
20 Amp
5.2 kW
3,300
1,500

(16 66
75
mm

)

76 in
mm)
(1920

About VIS:
Since 1994, VIS has specialized in the innovation of workplace automation in heavy
vehicle service shops. By automating vehicle inspection and servicing, VIS customers
achieve higher customer satisfaction and profitability from existing operations.

See www.VISPolish.com or call 1-800-837-5145
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www.VISPolish.com

